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There are many excellent digital reverbs 

available these days but there is still nothing 

quite like the timeless and magical character of a 

true spring reverb. 

 

At Intellijel we have a huge love for true analog 

devices and it has always been important for us 

to explore as many of these fundamental analog 

building blocks of synthesis as possible. 

 

In the development of this module we were blown 

away by how much there is to explore. Each tank 

has a totally different set of characteristics and 

there were many unexpected surprises when 

feeding it a wide variety of sound sources. One of 

the most interesting results was how a slow 

attack saw waveform from a Dixie almost sounds 

like a realistic cello! 

 

Size : 10HP (skiff friendly) 

Introduction 
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Selected Accutronic tanks. 



You can connect up to 3 different tanks at the 

same time to the SPRINGRAY. Tanks A and B 

have back RCA connections, while you can 

connect tank C  in the front RCAs. 

 

Select tank bus to be used with the TANK switch. 

 

By this way you can easily test/taste up to three 

different spring reverb flavours depending on 

which tanks you have connected and selected. At 

least one tank connected is required to use the 

Springray. 

 

Intellijel selected tanks specifications : 

(Dimensions : Length x Width x Height) 

 

Small : 

Dimensions : 135mm x 44mm x 32mm 

Impedance : 150 Ohm 

Decay time : 1.75 to 2.5 sec. 

 

Medium : 

Dimensions : 235mm x 95mm x 33mm 

Impedance : 190 Ohm 

Decay time : 1.75 to 3.0 sec. 

 

Large : 

Dimensions : 425mm x 111mm x 33mm 

Impedance : 190 Ohm 

Decay time : 1.75 to 3.0 sec. 

Tanks 
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TANK C 

select TANK bus 

TANK B 

Rear view of SPRINGRAY 

TANK A 



SPRINGRAY processing path allow Control Voltage on feedback loop and dry/wet signal balance. 

 

SEND output is normalled to RETURN input. This normal is broken when RETURN input is patched.  

SPRINGRAY processing path 
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DRY signal 

signal INput 

DRIVE 

FEEDBACK 

amount 

TILT EQ PRE 

TANK 

TILT EQ POST 

LIMITER 

External 

processors 

DRY/WET MIX  

balance 

WET signal 

MIX output 

FEEDBACK CV 

MIX balance CV 

RETURN input 

SEND output 

∑ 



Controls overview 
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apply TILT EQ on  

POST tank signal 

SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

unipolar attenuator for 

FEEDBACK CV input 

set MIX out  

balance 

set LIMITER 

THRESHOLD 

unipolar attenuator for 

MIX CV input 

select TANK bus 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 

set DRIVE of  

signal input 

apply TILT EQ on  

PRE tank signal 



DRIVE knob allow you to set the level of the input 

signal at the beginning of the processing path, 

with a large gain (saw input illustration).  

 

At high level you can overdrive the tank inputs. 

DRIVE signal input 
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SPRINGRAY OUT 

signal to be reverbed 

(saw example) 

select TANK bus 

set DRIVE of 

signal input 

no DRIVE +V 

-V 

t 

mid DRIVE +V 

-V 

t 

max DRIVE +V 

-V 

t 

OUTPUT CLIP control 



Adjust the MIX out balance between DRY 

(unprocessed input signal) and WET (reverbed 

input signal) with the MIX knob (uses a full linear 

VCA xfade circuit). The MIX balance can be 

Voltage Controlled, with an incoming CV at MIX 

CV input.  

 

At noon you'll have a 50/50 DRY/WET signal blend 

at MIX output. 

At full CCW, you'll have a 100% DRY signal at MIX 

output. 

At full CC, you'll have a 100% WET signal at MIX 

output. 

DRY/WET MIX output 
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SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

unipolar attenuator for 

MIX CV input 

MIX balance CV signal 



You have the 100% WET signal at the SEND 

output. SEND output is normalled to RETURN 

input.  

 

Used with the RETURN input, you can use 

external processors on WET signal, before 

injection in the feedback path. 

SEND output 
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100% WET output signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 



FEEDBACK knob allows you to inject processed 

signal back to the beginning of processing signal 

path. You can insert any signal in feedback path 

with RETURN input (normalled to SEND output).  

 

With the OUTPUT CLIP LED you can check if the 

MIX output is overdriven. 

FEEDBACK control 
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signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 

OUTPUT CLIP control 

FEEDBACK CV signal 

unipolar attenuator for 

FEEDBACK CV input 

Extract from SPRINGRAY signal path 

SPRINGRAY OUT insert signal into 

feedback path 

signal INput 

DRIVE 

FEEDBACK 

amount 

TILT EQ PRE 

TANK 

TILT EQ POST 

LIMITER 

RETURN input 

SEND output 



With LIMITER THRESHOLD knob, you can prevent 

high gain feedback from clipping the output 

(Uses THATcorp RMS and VCA ICs). 

 

With the OUTPUT CLIP LED you can check if the 

MIX output is overdriven. 

LIMITER control 
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select TANK bus 

OUTPUT CLIP control 

Extract from SPRINGRAY signal path 

SPRINGRAY OUT 

LIMITER THRESHOLD 

level 

signal to be reverbed 

insert signal into 

feedback path 

signal INput 

DRIVE 

FEEDBACK 

amount 

TILT EQ PRE 

TANK 

TILT EQ POST 

LIMITER 

RETURN input 

SEND output 



LIMITER THRESHOLD chart 
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select TANK bus 

OUTPUT CLIP control 

LIMITER THRESHOLD 

level 

signal to be reverbed 

insert signal into 

feedback path 

HIGH 

MID 

LOW OUT 

-inf 
IN 

SPRINGRAY OUT 

OUT 

-inf 
IN 

OUT 

-inf 
IN 

+dB 

+dB 

+dB 

+dB 

+dB 

+dB 



You can control tone of the signal path using the 

two Ambler tilt equalizers which are situated 

before (PRE) the tank driver and after the tank 

recovery (POST). 

 

TILT EQ PRE and POST knobs that control those 

EQ are bi-directionnal : Treble is boosted when 

turned CW (and bass is reduced)  while bass is 

boosted when turned CCW (and treble is 

reduced). The tilt point is about 1kHz. 

Ambler tilt EQs 
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select TANK bus 

apply TILT EQ on  

POST tank signal 

apply TILT EQ on  

PRE tank signal 

SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 



Ambler tilt EQs chart 
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+dB 

-dB 

f 

+dB 

-dB 

f 

+dB 

-dB 

f 

+dB 

-dB 

f 

+dB 

-dB 

f 

+5V 

-dB 

f 

SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

flat - no EQ 

bass boost 

treble boost 

flat - no EQ 

bass boost 

treble boost 

tilt 

tilt 

tilt 

tilt 

tilt 

tilt 



Here is an illustration of the basic SPRINGRAY 

signal reverb processing path. The tank bus A is 

used (rear connection). 

 

Set level input with DRIVE and adjust the MIX out 

balance between DRY (original input signal) and 

WET (reverbed input signal) with the MIX knob. 

Simple reverb path 
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SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set GAIN for 

signal input 



Here is an illustration of cosmic SPRINGRAY 

signal reverb processing path. The tank bus A is 

used (rear connection). 

 

The WET signal is tapped at SEND output, 

processed by external module(s) and then 

injected in the feedback path with the RETURN 

input. 

 

Extremely interesting results when patched 

through modulated BP filters etc. 

Cosmic reverb path 
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SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set DRIVE for 

signal input 

External 

processors 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 



Patch SEND output back to FEEDBACK CV input. 

Start with a low LIMITER THRESHOLD. 

Space-distortion CV 
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SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set DRIVE for 

signal input 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 

unipolar attenuator for 

FEEDBACK CV input 



SAW signal input 

+V 

-V 

t 

Feed the signal INput with a saw waveform and 

control the FEEDBACK amount with a slow attack 

signal for emulate a cello sound. 

Saw cello 
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CELLO OUT 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 

unipolar attenuator for 

FEEDBACK CV input 

slow attack CV 

+V 

-V 

t 



You can have dual mono WET signal with using 

both MIX output sets to 100% WET and SEND 

output. 

Dualray 
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RIGHT OUT 

select TANK bus 

set 100% WET signal at 

MIX out 

LEFT OUT 
signal to be reverbed 



Overdrive the tank with DRIVE and FEEDBACK 

control (use high level threshold) to get  a full 

distorted reverb sound. 

HAL encounter 
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overdriven OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set DRIVE for 

signal input 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 



Use the normalled SEND/RETURN out/inputs to 

send WET signal through a modulated band-pass 

filter. 

Observable universe 
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SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set DRIVE for 

signal input 

modulated 

band-pass filter 

set FEEDBACK 

amount 



Set different EQ for PRE and POST tank signal. 

Tilted reverb 
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SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 

select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

set DRIVE for 

signal input 

apply TILT EQ on  

POST tank signal 

apply TILT EQ on  

PRE tank signal 



Use an envelope (ADSR for example) CV in FB 

input for control amount of feedback. 

FEEDBACK envelope control 
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select TANK bus 

set DRY/WET MIX out  

balance 

unipolar attenuator for 

FEEDBACK CV input 

envelope CV 

+V 

-V 

t 

SPRINGRAY OUT signal to be reverbed 



Use an envelope (ADSR for example) CV in FB 

input for control balance of the MIX output.  

MIX envelope control 
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select TANK bus 

envelope CV 

+V 

-V 

t 

SPRINGRAY OUT 

unipolar attenuator for 

MIX CV input 

signal to be reverbed 


